
THE INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE RESISTANCE
AND INDUCTANCE OF SOLENOIDAL COILS.

By Louis Cohen.

The resistance and inductance of a conductor depend on the dis-

tribution of the current within the conductor. When the current

is continuous the distribution is uniform throughout the section of

the conductor, and the problem of finding the resistance and induc-

tance is a very simple one. If, however, the current is varying with

respect to time, eddy currents with their accompanying magnetic

fields will be generated within the conductor, which will alter the

distribution of the current and consequently change the resistance

and inductance of the conductor. The problem of finding the law of

variation of resistance and inductance with the frequency is of consid-

erable importance, and for the case of a straight cylindrical wire the

problem has been satisfactorily worked out. The results, however, as

obtained for the case of a straight wire, will not hold when the same

wire is wound into a coil. It has been found experimentally that

the change in resistance of a coil for any given frequency is much
larger than if the winding of the coil were drawn out into a straight

conductor. Dolezalek, 1 in his experiments with high-frequency

currents, was the first to call attention to the fact that the change of

resistance is larger than that calulated by the theory for straight

conductors. Battelli and Maggi have also carried out a series of

experiments along that line and found the same results.

Owing to the importance of the problem in its application to

wireless telegraphy, several investigators have sought to obtain

solutions to this problem. Their efforts were not attended by any

1 Dolezalek, Annalen der Physik, 12; 1903.
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high degree of success, inasmuch as the results obtained do not

agree with experimental facts.

Max Wien, 2 who first investigated the problem, obtained a solu-

tion in a form which is rather a slow convergent series, and the

calculation of the various terms is very laborious. Independently

of this inconvenience, which Wien himself pointed out, his theory

is not correct, as was shown by Battelli, since he implicitly assumes

that the distribution of the current in the section of the wire is the

same at all points at the same distance from the axis. Sommer-
feld,

3 who made the next attempt to get a solution to the problem,

also failed to obtain an agreement between his theoretical conclu-

sions and experiment. According to Sommerfeld's theory, the

change of resistance of a coil will be independent of the width of

the winding—that is, if we replace one turn of 10 mm in width by

ten turns of i mm in width, but of the same thickness, then the

change in resistance will, in accordance with Sommerfeld's theory,

be the same. This appears to the author to be incorrect; for

apriori we can say that the change of resistance must be a func-

tion of the section of the winding. Recently another solution of

the problem was given by G. Picciati,* but unfortunately his theo-

retical results fail also to agree with experimental results.

The table on page 1 70 shows to what extent the values calculated

by the various formulas, for the per cent change in resistance, differs

from the experimental values. From the table it can readily be

seen that none of the formulas derived by the various investigators

agree with experimental results.

The question of change of self-inductance is not of such practical

importance as the change in resistance, and there are no experi-

mental results on record by which we could verify any theory.

The problem was discussed by Wien, but the same criticism which

was offered to his work on the change of resistance will also apply

to his work on the change of inductance. Doctor Coffin
5 has

recently contibuted two papers on the change of inductance of coils

with frequency. He has not, however, developed any new theory,

2 M. Wien, Annalen der Physik, 14, p. 1; 1904.
3 Sommerfeld, Annalen der Physik, 15, p. 673; 1904.
4 G. Picciati, II Nuovo Cimento (5), 2, p. 351.
5 This Bulletin, 2, p. 275; Physical Review, 22, p. 365.
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reproducing Sommerfeld's work with such modifications as to obtain

the change in inductance in place of resistance.

In view of the above considerations, it appeared to the author

desirable to investigate the problem anew, and it was very gratify-

ing to find that the results obtained agree with experiment. My
conclusions are that the change in resistance of a coil is a function

of the frequency, the section of the winding, and the pitch of the

winding.

Suppose we have a very long solenoid, and the windings very

close together, so that we may assume the magnetic field within the

solenoid to be uniform all the way through, even close to the wind-

ing, and parallel to the axis of Z; the field outside the solenoid will

be zero. Let us suppose the section of the winding to be square,

and consider now the electric and magnetic distribution in a single
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Fig. 1.

winding. The electric force will be circular, centered on the axis

of Z", while the magnetic force will have two components, one radial

and the other longitudinal, parallel to the axis of Z.

Let E denote the electric force.

M " the longitudinal component of the magnetic force.

L " the radial component of the magnetic force.

I
x

" the current at any point in conductor due to varia-

tion of magnetic field within conductor.

/ " the total current in conductor.

a " the conductivity.

d " width or breadth of section of winding.

The connection between electric and magnetic forces are as follows:

Curl (magnetic force) = \ir X current.

Curl (electric force) =rate of variation of magnetic force

with respect to time.
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In this particular case these relations can be expressed in the fol-

lowing form:

dM dL= ^waE
dr dz

—dE_dL
dz dt

dE E_dM
dr r dt

to

From the above three equations we can easily deduce the following

equation of propagation

:

d*E idE E d*E , .

If the impressed force is simple harmonic with respect to the time,

we can put

E—u cos mzeipt

where 21 is function of r only, and m is any arbitrary constant.

Introducing the value of E into equation (2) we get the following:

d*e , 1 du / 72 i\ . .

fc*= m 2
-\- \TT<rip

The solution of equation (3) will be

u =AJx
{ikr)+B Yx

(ikr)

Jx
and Y

x
are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and

of the first order. The complete solution of equation (2) will be

E=\aJx
(ikr)+BY

x
(ikA cos mzeipt

(4)

The values of L and M may be obtained from equation (4) by the

aid of the relations between the electric and magnetic forces as

given by equations (1), thus:
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L= ^(4/1 (tkr)+BYX
(ikr)\ sin mse^ (5)

dM dL in
2

'
]

-=— =— + 4tto-^ = (-s- -f qrro)\AJx
{tkr) -\-BY

x
(tkr)\ cos mzeipt

>

= -T-\Af (ikr)+BYx
(ikry> cos flfcg^

J/"= 4J4/ (tkr)+ BY, (tkr)\ cos a***** (6)

f and 3^ are the Bessel functions of the zero order.

Since m is an arbitrary constant, we can choose the value of m so

as to suit the conditions of the problem.

Let us put

m = mr
~d

(»= ij 3> 5, 7> )

and since k is a function of ///, £ will also have an infinite number

of values. If we now put

A = J-(i)"~
1

A', B=^-(i)"-
1

B'
mr x mr x 7

then the values of E, L, and M will be given by the following

expressions:

n= <x>
f

1 a 1ITTZE=Z \A> nJliknr)+B>H y;(»V)p- (0»~' cos -T- «*<

L=TL^\Arjliknr)+B\YliknAA {if1 sin^^
«=i 2/>

[
}mr v 7 a

»=*> h
f

/i nir

2

M=: 2 ^p'„/ (^„r)+ i?'„ F(^„r) [^(O-i cos -^- «#*

(7)

If the solenoid is of considerable length the magnetic field within

the solenoid will be constant and equal to the magnetizing force,

which is 477-6'/ where / is the total current and ,5 the number of

turns per unit length, and the field outside the solenoid will be

zero.

At the surfaces of the solenoid, M, the longitudinal component of

the magnetic force within winding, will be the only one acting;
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and to satisfy the condition of continuity we must have the follow-

ing relations satisfied

:

MA' rJ„{ik„a)+ B'„ Y„ (ikna\UiY^ cos 5J>= 4«/<s#'

•h\A'Jliknb) +B'„Y„( 1-k„6)U
7r
(iy<-i cos £ps#<=»

(8)

{a is the internal and b the external radius of the solenoid)

These two equations will be satisfied if we determine every set of

A ! and B' from the following equations:

Kp{A' n JliKa)+ B' v Y (tkna )}= a,itsI

{A'nJ»(iknb)+B'n YQ
(iknb)}= o

Then the first equation of (8) will reduce to

ta[ i Vrrz I ^7TZ
47T.S7 ITJCOS7TZ— - cos^r- + -cos^

—

n 3 d 5 d

(9)

\TTSl (io)

Now since the series in the brackets for the interval — _ to+ — is —
2 24,

equation (io) is an identity, and consequently the conditions as

expressed by equation (8) will be satisfied.

The constants A' and B f

, as determined by equation (9), are as

follows:

^rrslp

b
A « =

Y (zknb)

B',=

~JJjkna) y^Kb)—f^ikn b) YQ
(ikHa)

^sl-p jiiknb)

(")

JliKa) Ylikjb)-UiKb) Y,(ikna)\

If we denote by I
x
the current at any point in the conductor, then

«=i

4 nirzI^aE^o 2 \A' nf (iknr)+ B' n Yx
(tknr)\^-(i)^cos -y- e7

ipt

nir d

The heating effect produced by the current I
x
in a given volume

will be m
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and it must be remembered that this heating effect is produced by

the eddy currents only. In addition to that there is of course a heat-

ing effect due to the current flow in the circuit.

Considering, however, only the eddy currents, we may look upon

the heating effect as if we had a resistance R and a current / pass-

ing through it that is

I

*=m^
Considering our volume as that of a single turn, we have

_ T 27r Cb r*

'

IfrdrdzdO

Jo Ja J_d °"

2

Introducing the value /*„ we get

d

J?
f = i67r

2afs2

£jkn
71 — 1

Y. {iknb)Jx
jiknr) - /, iik,b) Y (tkn r) 4 (z')%

os !™\rdrdedzU^
J (tkna) Y (ikhb) — f (ik q b) Y {iknd)mr d\ ^ }

Since, however,

2

TTZ TTZ
cosp - — cos q— dz— o

d d

Where p and q are two distinct odd numbers, therefore in calcu-

lating (12) we must only consider the square of each term and

neglect the product terms, and therefore

d

— n= i

R' = 256 S
2

p
2
<T27T

n

\

Y* (i&nfy/o (tkn r) - / (iknb) Y (iknr)Y ,. ^ tittz
^

^

^
[/ {iknd) Y (ik

ri
b) —

/

\iknb) Y {iknd)\ d
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= 256 s
2

p
2airdJb

n=oo

n= \

n%ka

Now,

|/ (*£na) F (tknd)-/ (ikn b) F (ikna)\
K) 6J

k2 = m2
-\- ^iraip— (a-\-t(3) say

•••a
3- /3

2= m 2

2 a/3 —/{Trap

and, therefore,

a=A/^+^+i6^y

19= /-„>+ k+iw/'

Bven if we shall neglect ?w* as compared with i67rV2
^>

2
, then the real

part of k will be

a— ^2irap = y/\.7r
2

of

where /" is the frequency.

If the winding is of copper, then a=^^.gx 10
~ 4

, approximately,

and if we assumef to be 2,000,

then,

a= 2^5.9 X 10 4 xioX2Xio3 = 7, approximately.

If r= 5 cm, say, then the real part of £r will be a large quantity,

and we may therefore substitute for the Bessel's functions their

approximate values, which are as follows:
6

pK-V si pR-V

/o (ikr) -
, Jx

(ikr)

^2irkr ^27rkr

F (ikr)='Ijfo V, (ikr) =
~ ie

~ kr^
V2/£r ^2kr

6 See Gray and Mathews Treatise on Bessel Functions, p. 156.
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Introducing these values in equation (13) we obtain the following:

' ,kn (b-r) ,
-kn{b-r)*/ -™

T \eknkb-r), -kn{b-r)

a »=i

(o—a= d)

= 2&*f*da* / S»«\».+^J
a «=i

^(*n+*^n)(*-»-) I £-(*n+ *'0n)(*->O| 8

In working, however, with complex quantities the real part of the

squares of a complex quantity can be obtained by multiplying the

quantity by its conjugate. In this case the conjugate is obtained

by substituting — i for i everywhere in the expression, and this will

give

• & «= 00

*' = a56 *jMa*
/ YilNa
a »=i

cosh2a
;i
(b—r)-\-cos2fSn{b—r)dr

n=co

cosh.2and— QO$2(3nd

128 SjMa*^ J
«= I

- smh2and+ ^-sin2^nd , *

aji Rn (
I 4)

cosh2a^— co$2(Bnd

When d is small (1 or 2 mm), and the frequency is fairly high,

then to a very high degree of approximation we can neglect

$\n2f$nd and cos2 /3nd as compared with sinh.2and and cosh2a
7<^,

and under these conditions sinh.2and will be very nearly equal to

cosh2an^, and therefore equation (14) will reduce to

n= 00

^' = I28//W/<rV
*

(15)
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The value of R'', as given by equation (15), represents the increase in

resistance due to the variation of the electric and magnetic fields

within the material of conductor. In addition to this we have of

course the ordinary resistance of the wire which it offers to direct

current, and if we denote this resistance by R^ then the total resist-

ance will be
R=R'+RV

The following table gives the values of (per cent change in resist-

ance) for two different coils and three distinct frequencies. Column
R'

one gives the experimental value of -~- as determined by Wien, 7

R f

and the other columns gives the values of -^ as calculated by

various formulae. R is the direct current resistance of coil, and R'

is the change in the resistance due to frequency.

TABLE.

Coil I. r-0.0485 cm. s= 8.75.

Frequency
R'— measured
R

R' by Wien's
R formula

R' by Sommer R' by Picciati R' by formula
R feld's form ~R formula

j R (15)

2?rX4050

2ttX5680

2ttX8310

0.021

0.045

0.089

0.023

0.045

0.100

0.042

0.080

0.165

0.032 0.023

0.062 0.044

0.125 0.090

Coil II. r=0.1cm. s=4.57.

2ttX4050 0.34 0.521 0.58 0.45 0.365

2ttX5680 0.60 1.045 0.94 0.75 0.59

2ttX8310 0.89 2.053 1.37 1.11 0.89

The agreement between the observed values and those calculated

by my formula is exceedingly good, which shows that the deduction

of the formula on the assumption that the winding is of square sec-

tion leads to accurate results. The formula (15) is very convenient

7 Loc. cit.
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for calculation, the series is very rapidly converging, in fact for all

ordinary cases where the wire is fairly fine and the frequency is

anywhere above 2,000, the first term will suffice. An examination

of equation (15) will show that the change in resistance is a function

of the frequency, of the diameter of winding, and also of the number
of turns per unit length or the pitch of the winding.

When the frequency is very high, say io6
, and the diameter of the

wire is not exceedingly small, then the value of R as given by

equation (15) will reduce to a still simpler form, for in that case we

n 7r
may neglect , as compared with 16 7r

2
o-

2

p
2

,
and the value of a and

/3 will be as follows:

Introducing these values of a and /3 into equation (15) we get

„, _ 128 s
2

p
% irdaa^^y 1

^ncTp«\2n(Jp Zj/z2

C 71=1

32s2da*\p

V27ro- Z-J n

/1= <XJ

Ijn
n=l

The resistance per unit length is

,_i6A//^
R' =

The total resistance will be

Wo- Zjn*
n= l

*-x+*.K**m&
n=l

n= x> ,

=*„ji+ 4/V^ 3Si (l6)

I n= \

It is interesting to compare the resistance of a solenoid at such

high frequency with that of a straight wire of same length. The
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resistance of a straight cylindrical conductor per unit length at a

very high frequency is

=R^rd^af ij)

Now, if the frequency is very high, we can neglect unity as compared

with the remaining term in (16), and therefore the ratio of the

resistance of coil to that of straight conductor will be

2
J n=l n= l

R.
Equation (18) shows that for high frequencies the ratio —- is inde-

pendent of frequency, the ratio increases as the square of diameter

of wire and inversely as the square of the pitch. The same conclu-

sions were arrived at by Battel li by an entirely different method,

and were verified by Blake experimentally.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

Though my theory agrees so closely with the experimental results

of Wien, yet it was thought desirable to verify it further by addi-

tional experiments. Professor Pupin kindly consented to let me
use his high-frequency machine, and the experiments were therefore

conducted in his laboratory. The method* adopted in measuring

the resistance was the ordinary bridge method. To balance for the

inductance I used a torroidal coil, which Professor Pupin had in his

laboratory. The coil is wound with stranded wire of very small

diameter, the whole diameter of the wire not being more than 0.2 cm,

and this is made up of 30 wires, so that we can safely neglect the

change in resistance in the balancing coil. As a detecting instru-

ment I used a tuned telephone which Professor Pupin employs in

some of his investigations. It is probably 50 times as sensitive as

the ordinary telephone receiver. The method of procedure was to
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determine trie resistance of the coil by direct current, and then to

measure its resistance in the bridge for alternating current. Two
solenoids wound with wires of different diameters were employed.

The frequencies were maintained constant by the aid of a tuning

fork.

The dimensions of the coil are as follows

:

Coil I

:

Internal radius of coil

diameter of wire

Number of turns per cm
total number of turns

resistance of coil

Coil II

:

Internal diameter of coil

diameter of wire

Number of turns per cm
total number of turns

resistance of coil

= 4.961 cm
= 0.29 cm
= 3- x433
= 476
= 0.441 ohms

= 4.961 cm
= 0.206 cm
= 4-3*9
= 580

= 1.028 ohms
The results obtained are given in the following table

Coil I.

Frequency
R'
P^

measured
R'
tj- calculated

2?rX1280

2ttX896

0.0159

0.091

0.160

0.084

Coil II.

2ttX1280

2ttX896

0.052

0.027

0.044

0.022

The experimental values of the resistances could not be relied upon

within .005 ohms, and hence the values may be modified slightly,

which may either improve the agreement between the calculated

and measured values or make it worse. The small difference

between the measured and calculated values may be accounted for

8919—07- •12
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if we bear in mind that, to get the final expression for the change in

resistance, we have replaced the Bessel functions by exponential

functions which is more nearly true as the argument gets large.

Now, since the argument is a function of the frequency and of the

radius of coil it is evident that for higher frequencies the approxi-

mation will be closer than for lower frequencies and this may
account for the small discrepancy at the lower frequency. By final

formula (15) therefore as it stands will hold absolutely for all cases

where the argument (kr) is fairly large, say, 20 or more, which

implies a fairly high frequency, perhaps 1,500 or more, and the

radius of the coil must not be very small. We can of course vary

the two factors, making one very large and one very small, but so

long as the product kr is not small the formula will hold. If we
have a low frequency and the radius of the coil is also small, then

the final expression (15) will not be strictly true, and it will approx-

imate the true value as kr gets larger.

CHANGE IN INDUCTANCE.

The change of inductance can be obtained by a method similar

to that employed in obtaining the change in resistance. In this

case we make use of the equality of electro-magnetic energy and

electro-kinetic energy,

SttJ 2

or ^ = ^r7 \
H2d2J (

x 9)

Now

The values of L and Af are given by equations (7)

n= 00

L=
Y>¥\

A'M^nr)+B'n F, (iknr)
j

£(*) sin™&
n—i

M=Y^\A'nMiknr)+B'n Y,{iknr)^(i) cos "^c<>
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Introducing the values of the constants A' and B' from equations

(n) and using the approximate values of the Bessel's functions we
get:

L
fC- L*J

2
1 6 m nsl

fC* , it
» ekn{b -i ) I e-kn {b-r)

p-knd pk nd

V^ . nirz

~F S111 ^7~

^=S
16 ?^v

;/

ekn (b-r) g-kn(b-r)

,—k nd gkiid

sa nir2
cos—

.

a
V r

Now
ff* = L*+M*

and since 77, Z, and Af are complex quantities, the square of the

amplitude can be obtained by multiplying the quantity by its con-

jugate, which in this case will be merely putting (-z) everywhere

in place of (z), and this will give us

«=00

Z_J« (a

256 s
2P

«+ /3\)

e 2o. „d
_J_ e

-2and_ e-2ip nd_ e2ifLnd ]7,
Sin

tf

\~\2 56 S*P\e2an{b
- r)— e~ 2an(b~ r

)— e-2i$n(b-r^_ gifa&Jb-r )
j Q

T / )

'

^
j

^2a„ rf_ ^ -2a„rf_ ^, -2/0„<f_ ^2z(3„rf L cos
</

256 //2
fcosh 2an(b— r)— cos 2 #„(£— /')]# . ?Z7r,2-

«=1
(a„

2

-f-/3, ?

2

(
cosh 2aHd— cos 2 /3,// [r

sm
rf

(21)

a nirz
n=ac

^256 // 2

[

cosh 2an(6— r)— cos 2&n {b— r
)\_

L-J n % cosh 2a
lt
d— cos 2/3„<^ (r d

For one single turn,

5J7T

H^rdrdsdQ— 2ir H'z
i'drdz

1J a
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and /(** f>+<LH°dv=
ir /"+**

Introducing value of H2 from equation (21) we get:

SI J-4 M^=128/J V^ I

_i cosh2a
rt
(^- r)- cos2 (3v(b- r)

\_n^lja J-d \
an+Pn COSh2and— COS2/3nd

2

2
nirz

sin d

cos\i2an(d—r)— cos2 /3n(d—r)
%mrz\, ,

COSll2a^— COS2ySn<^ </

= 128 SadY -1 .*
8+ I
Wmh2a^-^sin2^

Z_l« \a„ s+ /8„
!

/ cosh2a„rf— cos2/3„rf

When the frequency is very high and the diameter of wire is not very

large, a will be a large quantity and equation (22) will reduce to

the following:

n=oo

n= \

This is the inductance due to the magnetic field within the mate-

rial of winding of a single turn, and the inductance due to the total

number of turns will be

«=00

£= 6^dal Y1.—/ a
* +1^ (24)

Where / is the length of the solenoid. The change in inductance

will be the difference between the inductance, due to magnetic field

within the material of the coil, when the current is continuous and

alternating. For continuous current the inductance due to mag-

netic field in the material of the winding alone is
8

/ = g47rV/ar(40+ flO. (25)

8 Heaviside collected papers, 1, p. 356.
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Hence the change in inductance £' will be

( n=.\

(26)

The per cent change in inductance will be the ratio of change in

inductance to the total inductance of solenoid. Now the total

inductance of solenoid consists of two parts; one due to magnetic

field within the solenoid, and the other due to magnetic field within

material of the windings, thus:

£ — 477-V/« 2

-f- j\Tr
2
s
2ld(\a+ d).

If a is not very small, then we may put

£— 4_7r
2
s
2
/a'\

If we denote the per cent change in inductance by £2)
then we have

47T
3//

n= 00

ina

As an example, suppose a — 5 cm, d—0.2 cm, ^ = 4

and

J>=2ttX IO6 a2= ft
2 = 2 3.6 X IO3

, a=l54
and

0.2 -x 10— i6x4^-( I +
I

+ • • • •)

£ — ^ ^±S z / —0.025 approximately.

The change in inductance for this particular case is about 2.5 per

cent.
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Resume.—To sum up the results of this investigation we can say

that the theory developed in this paper for the change in resistance

and inductance of solenoids due to frequency is fully corroborated

by experiinental facts. The final expressions given by equations

(15) and (26) are very simple and convenient for calculation, and

will give accurate results in all cases except when the frequency is

exceedingly low. For convenience of reference I reproduce here

equations (15) and (26), indicating also the meaning of the factors

involved.

R> = 138 sy^a,J] rtallfVa.
(l 5>

^=^{V(4a+flr)-64^go^(^^+ i)) (a6)

Rf
is the change in resistance due to frequency.

£' " " " " inductance " "

a2 = ;;/
8+^*+l67rV/8

^ _ — m
2

-f-^m^+ 1 6ir
2
<r

2

p
2

2

m ='--j (
n=1

> 3. 5, 7) 9 )

d denotes diameter of wire.

a " conductivity.

p u
27r frequency.

s " number of turns per unit length.

a u internal radius of solenoid.

/ " length of solenoid.
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